St Thomas Unity Lecture from FCI

All Saints Battersea was the setting on Saturday 19th November 2016 for a meeting of the Friends of the Church in India (FCI), when over 30 people attended a powerful lecture given by the Revd. Dr Daniel Jeyaraj, Professor of World Christianity at Liverpool Hope University.  The welcome was given by the Revd. S Anand Asir Anand, and opening prayer was offered by Canon Ivor Smith-Cameron.

Professor Jeyaraj, who is also Director of the Andrew F Walls Centre for the Study of African and Asian Christianity, began his talk with a brief historical overview of the Christian presence in India, from the arrival of St Thomas in 52 AD to the modern growth of Pentecostalism.

Turning then to present-day Christian witness, he looked first at the institutional forms which this takes – from the church itself to its medical and educational institutions (18 of which are among the top 25 in the country) to alternative communities such as Christian Ashrams – and then at the live issues which that witness is addressing.  These include the caste system, globalisation, youth culture, social media and gender issues.

He then highlighted some prominent features of contemporary Indian society.  First among these is its youthfulness, with over 50% of the population being under 25.  It is the young, therefore – full of hope – who will shape India.  

Next is its vibrancy, with new building work and technologies booming, and cars and tourism proliferating.  

But this is marked also by a confusion of values:  in particular the divide between this urban India and rural India, where the traditional ways of life persist and “grandmother is in charge”.  Rural communities also remain predominantly vegetarian, while in the cities meat-eating is on the rise – along with illnesses like diabetes.  (Similarly on the rise is alcoholism and resultant liver disease.)  

In the final section of his talk, Professor Jeyaraj outlined some of the challenges and opportunities which contemporary India presents.  

The first, he said, is to take Indian culture, language and literature seriously.  “Love the people, love their language and literature.  How can you present Christ to them without that understanding?”  There is a need for beauty, wherever it is found, and for humility and justice.

Next is the need for responsibility and integrity.  While there exists in the church a high degree of service and self-giving, office-holders can also be infected by society’s growing culture of greed.  Clergy also need properly to appreciate the laity – those working outside the established church institutions, such as in education, the civil service, the police and in the media.

There is, finally, a need to broaden our theological understanding.  Realise that people coming from, say, a Tamil background – with no reading of Greek or Hebrew, or indeed English, but socially and humanly rich – may interpret the Bible in totally different ways.  As one rural pastor told him, “No other god is a shepherd.  That is why I am a Christian”.

Professor Jeyaraj’s very clear and thought-provoking lecture was followed by a lively half-hour’s question and answer session.  The Revd Jessie Anand, then gave a warm vote of thanks and the meeting closed with prayer, offered by the Revd. Andrew Wingate, after which everyone enjoyed a delicious Indian meal, prepared by the Anands. 
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